Introduction
A steering column is a mechanism that is used to transfer energy from the steering wheel into the steering gear box, which transfers energy to turn the wheels of a vehicle. The steering column is the shaft directly under the steering wheel in which the ignition and automatic shift levers are often located. When the steering column was first invented, it consisted of a single, long, steel rod connecting the steering wheel to the steering gear box. While this single-piece construction was efficient, and effective in controlling the vehicle, it soon became apparent that its design was unsafe in frontal collisions. Under the single-piece system, when such an impact occurred, the steering column would often impale the driver as it was rammed toward the rear of the vehicle.The unsafe attributes of single-piece steering columns called for the invention of a safer steering column design, which is why BelaBarenyi designed the collapsible steering column to replace it. The safely enhanced construction of the collapsible steering column, no matter which design is used, absorbs, rather than transfers, frontal impact energy by collapsing or breaking upon impact. In this way, drivers involved in frontal impact collisions are able to avoid the dangers of non-collapsible steering parts. Though the designs for steering columns have varied since their inception, a typical collapsible steering column looks like two interlocking shafts that attach directly to the steering wheel and the steering gear box. Collapsible steering columns still consist of a long shaft that connects the steering wheel to the steering gear box. However, the collapsible design is composed of an inner and an outer sleeves jointed together to withstand certain load.
In the event of a frontal impact, the joint of sleeves breaks, allowing the inner sleeve to be moved further into the outer sleeve in telescopic fashion before enough pressure is achieved to ram the whole steering column into the driver. In this manner, the energy received through a frontal impact is completely absorbed by the steering column's collapsing parts, allowing most modern drivers to remain completely unaware of the danger they have avoided
II. Parts of steering column assembly
A collapsible steering column assembly consists of shaft assembly which connects steering wheel at one end and intermediate shaft assembly at other end. Column assembly consists of two hollow tubes named Upper tube and lower tube which has mounting provision on it to fix with vehicle body. The various components of steering column assemblies are, 1. Column assembly 2. Intermediate shaft assembly 3. Shaft assembly 4. Universal joint assembly 
III.
Working Principle Of Collapsible Column During a collision, two forces are applied to the steering column. The first is the force of the steering box being forced back towards the steering column, and towards the driver. Plastic shear pins allow the lower shaft to move over the upper shaft. The second force is the mass of the driver striking the steering wheel. This force breaks the brackets on the upper part of the column, driving the upper column into the lower column. The steering column is connected to the input shaft of the steering gear by a flexible joint. This allows for alignment, and reduces the transmission of road shocks back to the driver. Some steering columns have an intermediate shaft, which runs at an oblique angle, from the column to the steering gear. In a collision, the universal joints on the shaft allow it to fold under, preventing the force from impact being transferred directly to the column.Some manufacturers fit sensors and control units to the steering column, which provide information to steering control modules as part of an electric assisted or 4-wheel steering system. The sensor and control units are able to sense rotational pressure exerted by the driver and control both the speed and direction of the electric motor. This motor is contained inside the steering rack & provides the steering assistance. 
Problem Definition
The steering shaft assembly (2) is connected to the steering wheel and steering gear. The conventional steering shaft assembly (2) comprises upper shaft, tube and shaft. The tube has four holes and the shaft has grooves. A particular plastic resin is injected in the holes of tube and grooves of shaft when both are aligned. This leads to formation of four plastic shear pins. At the time of collision, these shear pins break at certain load, usually 300 ~ 450 Kgf and the shaft slides into tube thereby protecting the driver. The disadvantages of Injection molding type steering shaft assembly are as follows: -High production cycle time.
-Difficulties in manufacturing as various parameters are to be controlled for ensuring the required shear force. -Deterioration in the performance in the field due to loosening of injected plastic resulting to increase in warranty problems (Noise or rough roads).
The intermediate shaft assembly (3) consists of sub-shaft (7), lower tube (6) and universal joint (4). The lower tube has four holes and thesub-shaft has grooves. Plastic resin is injected in the holes of lower tube (6) and grooves of sub-shaft (7) when both are aligned. This leads to formation of four plastic shear pins. At the time of collision, these shear pins break at certain load, normally 300 -450 Kgf.cm and the sub-shaft slides into lower tube. 
Proposal of alternate design and Evaluation
The proposal of providing serration on sub-shaft and tube and introducing crimping process to join shaft and tube meets the desired criteria of this project objective.
Different methods of crimping process
Serration on shaft and tube process is selected as suitable design. The manufacturing process design are proposed with various methods of crimping of tube and shaft in order to achieve the required shear force in intermediate shaft assembly as follows, 1. Method-A: Shaft inserted fully into the tube and pin pressing on tube to form crimping 2. Method-B: Crimping on hollow tube with pin and insertion of shaft 3. Method-C: Partial insertion of shaft into tube, pin pressing on tube to form crimping and insert the shaft into tube to the desired length The method-C of doing the crimping process in two stages meets our desired criteria based on its merits and demerits.
VI. Establishment of crimping process
The proposal of providing serration on sub-shaft and tube and introducing crimping process to join shaft and tube meets the desired criteria of this project objective. Two different types of fixture designed to carry out the test by controlling i. Crimping force and ii.by controlled depth of indent. 
VII. Conclusion
This report deals with the working principle, collapse mechanism of steering components, analysis of existing process, proposal of alternative design and process for intermediate shaft assembly in collapsible steering column assembly and proposed new process design with serration on shaft and tube with crimping method. The design modification of shaft, tube and crimping tool, fixture design , Design of components based on proposed concept, Analysis of proposed process design to meet EA load requirement, Detailed drawings of tools and fixtures of the new system, Develop proto samples, Conduct trails on new design process and establish the process. By this method, the collapse load of shaft & tube can be confirmed during insertion process. By adjusting depth of indent and diameter of punch, various collapse load can be achieved.
